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Eurotech was created in 1992 as an idea factory, and has been 
growing steadily ever since. 
Today Eurotech is a leading international group whose main focus 
is research and development. 
The group implements cutting-edge technologies to improve daily 
life, making it simpler, safer and more comfortable.

Eurotech’s strategic direction is to define and penetrate new and 
emerging markets, breaking traditional barriers through innovation. 
With this vision in mind, Eurotech has focused its research and 
development on key high-growth sectors like pervasive computing, 
to create innovative, integrated solutions (including software, 
hardware, middleware and support services) that offer the flexibili-
ty and scalability needed to capture new market opportunities. 
This spirit of innovation and standards of excellence have, in a 
just a few years, made Eurotech a leader in the field of high-end 
technologies for computer miniaturization. 

IPS is part of the Eurotech Group and designs and manufactu-
res industrial computers, from standard versions to semi or fully 
customised. IPS research ensures customer loyalty and satisfaction 
through stability and reliability over time.

The company has a 25 year history and has satisfied a vast range 
of customers who have been looking for strong solutions at an 
affordable price in sectors such as packaging, plastic injection 
machines, measurement machines, mechanic assembly lines, 
hydraulic presses, industrial vision systems and many other 
demanding applications.

Thanks to a brilliant and dynamic team, IPS provides fully or semi 
custom electronic and mechanical products within a minimum
timescale. Our engineers’ work with CAD devices directly 
connected to production machines, this enables customers to see 
the product in great detail before final production. In this way, 
the time usually required to transform an idea into a real product is 
significantly reduced.

ABOUT EUROTECH GROUP

 The Eurotech Group



TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

IPS offers technical assistance and maintenance for all products, 
including out-of-production items as long as components are still 
available on the market.

COMPETENT ADVICE

Customers help to choose the solution best matching their needs, 
IPS give competent advice on the most suitable computer and 
interface boards.

INSTALLATION ASSISTANCE

Constant telephone assistance is available during hardware and 
software installation of products.

PERSONALIZATION

IPS is committed to meeting customers’ needs in any possible way.

CUSTOMIZATION

IPS offers complete customized products thanks to top-level 
know-how and advanced designing tools.

SEMI-CUSTOMIZATION

IPS can adapt standard computers to match all customers’ 
requirements.
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PANEL PC
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BX-100F

BOX PC & MONITOR
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MonitorBox Performance
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